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                                                ROMAN COREN (ROMAN KORENTSVIT) 

Contact: romancoren@gmail.com 

Lyric-dramatic tenor, leading master of the stage. The place of work: Lviv National Opera 

(Ukraine) 

Graduated from Odessa State Conservatory (Ukraine). 

Experience as a tenor of leading parts since 2010. 

During the two years, from 2010 to 2012, many leading tenor parties were performed 

repeatedly (Radames “Aida”, Jose “Carmen”, Manrico “Trovatore”, Cavaradossi  “Tosca”, 

Herman “The Queen of Spades”, Pinkerton  “Madam Butterfly ",  The Pretender and Jurodivy 

“ Boris Godunov ", Lensky   “Eugene Onegin ") in the opera houses of St. Petersburg, 

Yekaterinburg, Petrozavodsk, Astrakhan, Saratov, Nizhny Novgorod. 

It is worth noting separately the brilliant and artistic performance three times in a row by 

the Herman party in Tchaikovsky's opera "The Queen of Spades" on the stage of the 

Ekaterinburg Opera House and a successful performance in the Radames part on the stage of 

the Mariinsky Theater. 

Since 2012 the leading tenor of Lviv National Opera (Ukraine). 

For three years in a row 2014, 2015, 2016 presented the Lviv Opera as the best performer at 

the Opera Festival in Wiltz (Luxembourg) in the parties of Radames, Cavaradossi and Duke. 

Moreover, in 2016 he sang in the part of Radames for two days in a row. 

In March 2019, became the first performer of the independent Ukraine of Lohengrin part in 

the international production of Richard Wagner's opera “Lohengrin” as part of the 

“Ukrainian Breakthrough” project. 

Thanks to two higher musical educations of instrumentalist and vocalist (Odessa State 

Conservatory), has a fast and impeccable learning of parts of any complexity. Thanks to 

unique hearing, is able to reproduce plays in foreign languages while maintaining the exact 

pronunciation, which always sounds very convincing. Perfect vocal technique allows to 

perform complex directorial tasks. 

Repertoire 

Lohengrin, “Lohengrin”  WAGNER 

Jose, “Carmen” BIZET 
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Duke, “Rigoletto” VERDI 

 

Ricardo, “Ballo in maschera” VERDI 

 

Radames, "Aida" VERDI 

 

Manrico, “Trovatore” VERDI 

 

Alfredo,  “Traviata”  VERDI 

 

Ishmael, “Nabucco”  VERDI 

Cavaradossi, "Tosca"  PUCCINI 

Pinkerton, “Madame Butterfly”  PUCCINI 

Rodolfo, “Bohema” PUCCINI 

Calaf,  “Turandot”  PUCCINI 

Canio, “Pagliacci” LEONCAVALLO 

Arlecchin  “Pagliacci” LEONCAVALLO 

Turiddu, "Cavalleria rusticana" MASCAGNI 

Herman, “The Queen of Spades” TCHAIKOVSKY 

Vodemon, “Iolanta”  TCHAIKOVSKY 

Tannhäuser “Tannhäuser”  WAGNER 

Pretender, "Boris Godunov" MUSSORGSKY 

Jurodivy, "Boris Godunov" MUSSORGSKY 

Edgar, “Lucia di Lammermoor” DONIZETTI 

Requiem VERDI 

Magnificat BACH 

Messa h moll  BACH 

Stabat Mater PERGOLESI Soprano Party 

Stabat Mater ROSSINI 

Beethoven  9 Simfony 
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Extensive, popular concert repertoire for tenor plus pop and rock hits: 

 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=J3PvBUjGlYQ  Lohengrin 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=5MOuVHEes9Q  Rigoletto Ballata 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=t18sWJTFQak   Trovatore stretta 

 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=JDsBalazK64  Trovatore aria e stretta 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=LjUfaVPK1I8   medley trailer 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=gyYIqBbb83M  Iolanta Tchaikovsky 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=V19ak1b_sA8  Rigoletto Aria 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=dPYUlNF5IxI  Aida Romans 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=GtJyNFdVu9w  Strauss Zigeunerbaron 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=LBQsYPdUfms  Bizet Carmen 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=_UgWQ61psRE  Wagner Lohengrin Arii 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=sDtA4mMcXb8  Mascagni Cavalleria rusticana siciliana 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=RlZ55_Zl7dc   Mussorgsky Boris Godunov 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=zNg8yM80mRc  Tchaikovsky Dame pique aria 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=HXz-J_WoGy4  Pagliacci Scena 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=qKzZJ3zxnBw  Pagliacci arioso 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=bgl2Mo_NtXM  La donna 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=k3waIDFRc4w  Puccini Bohema aria  

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=UWDLCob6YDw  Verdi Ingemisco 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=9Z-o7JrJo0A  Bach Magnificat aria 

  

Channel: https://www.youtube.com/user/ROMANCOREN 
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